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[ The ·Use of Petals - FLOWER~ l 

The GAY W -ARDROBE of FLOWERS 
• 

The Unceasing Partnership of Plants and Insects The Wonderful Story of a 
Flower fro1n the Seed to the Fully Developed Bloom · 

FLOWERS~ The brightly coloured parts of The second essential part is the one that pro-
the flower are usually the " petals " ; and duces the pollen ; it is called the " stamen," and 

it is their business to s~nd forth the colour call its most important part is the " anther," which 
to their pollen carriers. Many flowers have still usually forms a double pocket in which the 
another call for help, and that is scent, whi~h we pollen grains grow. When the anther is ripe 
call "fragrance" if it is pleasant to us. Not the pockets open, letting out the pollen dust 
only have colour and BERMUDA LILy PETAL AND PETAL TIPS to be carried by insect 
fragrance been devel- or wind to some waiting 
oped by this partner- stigma of the same 
ship, but also the shapes species. But to do this 
of flowers have been the anther must be in 
modified for the con- a position where it can 

- venience of the pollen be reached by the pal-
carriers. The deep- len carrier; thus it is 

• throated flowers, such often provided with a 
· as the petunia, are stem called a '' fila-

fitted for the long ment," which holds it 
tongues of moths and up or out· to the best 
butterflies ; the deep advantage. The pollen 
nectary of the nastur- grains are so small that 
tium, for the conveni- they look like dust, but 
ence of the humming- each grain is of a defi-
bird ; the lower lip of nite form and in some 
the sage flower, for the species is ornamented 
bee to alight . upon. Seen under a microscope, the Bermuda Lily petal tips, on with knobs or mark-
I f lm t ll rig~t, show the veins that point the way for the honey- · 
n act, a os .a gathering bee. On the left is a complete petal. mgs. 

flowers are shaped w1th · The arrangement of 
reference to securing pollination by some meahs. . pistils and stamens in different flowers shows 

Position of the Flower's Chief Parts · an amazing amount of variation. In many of 
Since the use of the petals is to attract t~e the most familiar garden plants, every part of 

flower's helpers, we naturally find the most im- . the reproduction system is found in each flower, 
portant parts of the flower set in the midst of the pistil rising from the centre, surrounded 
thepetals. Thesecon- A CLOSER V.IEW OF THE PETAL TIPS first by stamens, and 
sist of, first, a " pistil," then by a ring of petals. 
which is formed of two Some flowers, however, 
very necessary parts : have just one or more 
the basal part called pistils but no stamens, 
the " ovary," in which and they are . called 
the seeds are developed " pistillate " ; others 
and perfected, and the have stamens a·nd no 
tip or " stigma." The pistils, and are called 
latter is a sticky, "staminate." Some-.. 
spongy, usually button- times both pistillate 
shaped bit of open and staminate bios-
plant tissue w hi c h soms grow upon the 
catches the pollen grains same plant, and such 
and holds them while plants are called "man-
they send down their This shows sttlllarger_ the petal tips seen in the upper p1c- cecious." In other 

ture ; note how splendidly the petal is constructed. 
tubes to the · " ovules " · types, each plant pro-
in the ovary, carrying the necessary material duces only one kind of flower, and plants of 
to enable the ovules to grow into fertile this sort are called "direcious." 
seeds. Often there is a stem between the Thus we see that the special treasure of every 
ovary and stigma which holds the latter up flower are the parts that produce the seeds, and 
in the most favourable position; this is called that these are usually surrounded by the petals 
a " style,', and is prominent in lilacs. to attract pollen carriers. But the petals are 

.. contained in the Eosy Reference Fact•lndez at the end of this tJJork 
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